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Is Morale Important? 

Bohdan Harasymiw 

Are we, the citizens of the Free World, complacent in our attitude 

towards the very real struggle between East and West? 

We do not meet the Soviet Cold War propaganda with counter-propa

ganda; our press does not feed us with denunciations of the Communist world. 

These things are characteristic of our confidence in that way of life we call 

Democracy, yet sometimes it seems that there is more complacency than con-

fidence in our outlook on the course of current affairs. 
The ordinary person today, aware of the mad pace of daily events which 

seem to be hurling the whole world towards some catastrophic fate, feels over

whelmed and helpless, and he resigns himself to the problems of his personal 

life. The political situation is too much for him to worry about and although 
it is selfish for him to assume such an insular attitude, it is just. For what is a 
man's life worth to himself if he can consider himself only part of a political 

machine or force? It is important to realize that this is the Western conception 
of freedom. Through the experience that life has for him a personal significance 

the individual becomes aware of his ability to participate in the maintenance 

of the democratic ideas of the state. 
However, his freedom is nothing if it is not exercised; the individual 

ought to concern himself to some extent with the international struggles that have 

shaped today's political and economic world. It is important for him to be aware 
of the course of current events, for these are the events that are shaping the des

tiny of mankind. Today we call them "politics" or "propaganda", but tomorrow 

they become part of the pattern of history. 
When we speak of Soviet cold war tactics we often say, "Oh, they're 

not fooling us; we know what they're up to." Do we know what they're up to? 

What are our opinions of the way the Russians dealt with the Hungarian Revo

lution, or of the Russian offer to send "volunteers" to Suez and, more recently, 

Iraq, or of the execution of Imre Nagy and his associates? I'll bet they're pretty 

vague. 
Democratic government depends on a strong, well-informed public 

opinion in order to be the true voice of the people. Otherwise, those elected 

to represent the people govern as arbitrarily and with as much power as dictators. 

If we realize that our individual awareness of present-day world events 
is our responsibility as a contribution to the strength of the democratic ideals of 

our country, we shall then be aiding ourselves and our contemporaries to face 

the future with confidence rather than resignation. We shall perhaps be able to 

look forward to such things as peace, happiness, and brotherly love, rather than 

the opposites of these, which have occupied the first half of this century. 

Of course, it requires more than confidence to "win" the East-West 
struggle, but I am sure that this "awareness" I have mentioned is one of the ba

sic qualities which we in the West must possess if the ideals about which we talk 

so loosely are to survive any sort of conflict - hot or cold. You might say it 

comes down to a question of morale. I think morale is important. 



November 1st Day  
Forty years ago, exactly on Saturday, November 1st,1918, a new chap

ter was added to the saga of Ukraine's heroic battle for freedom. It was marked 

by the formal proclamation of the establishment of a free and independent Wes

tern Ukrainian Republic. 

And so all free patriotic Ukrainians will be observing the 40th anniversary 

of that historic day. These ceremonies are known in Ukrainian as "Lystopadove 

Sviato," in English free translation as the November First Day. 

It is truly emotion-stirring, and the Ukrainians approach with mingled 

feelings, of joy and sadness, their November 1st Holiday: joy - because the 

holiday recalls that memorable historic day when the Ukrainians of Western 

Ukraine rose after six centuries of foreign oppression and set up their free and 

independent republic; sadness - because the greed and papacity of Ukraine's 

enemies made impossible the full flowering of Ukrainian freedom but ruthlessly 

cut it down. 

Who can recall without a thrill of pride that magnificent daring, that 

sublime conviction in the sacredness of their cause which impelled the Ukrai

nians of Western Ukraine, persecuted and denationalized for over б00 years, ill-

equipped for modern warfare, as it was forty years ago, unprepared for the chica

nery of the war victors, the Allied Powers, to rise overnight, disarm Austrian 

garrisons, seize Lviv and other Galician centers, set up their Western Ukrainian 

Republic, and defend it against much larger and far better equipped and trained 

Polish armies. 

The fact that after a protracted period of fighting the Ukrainians finally 

had to give way and surrender all that they won, in no wise diminishes the in

spirational value of their struggle. 

For had not the Allies by their blockade (ostensibly aimed at the Reds) 

virtually starved out the Ukrainians, had not France sent vast quantities of war 

supplies, ammunition and officers for the Polish armies, had not also the French-

equipped and armed General Haller's Army been thrown into the already over

loaded scales in favour of Poland, and had America perceived that other sub

merged nations, besides Poland, desired their freedom too, then it is certain 

that the Ukrainians, despite their inadequate equipment and typhus-ridden ranks, 

would have won the war by their sheer fighting prowess and idealism and made 

permanent Ukrainian freedom in Western Ukraine. 

All this the Ukrainians have well remembered. That is why the No

vember First Holiday remains such a dynamic force in their national conscious

ness and aspirations to this very day. It is this force that gives them in their 

native but enslaved land the drive to keep on fighting for what is theirs, to be 

had and to hold - national freedom. And this they are doing, in every manner 

possible, underground and above ground. 

Their vanguard is Ukrainian youth, as has always been the case down 

through the centuries of the Ukrainian liberation fight, youth which especially 

distinguished itself forty years on the "Den Pershoho Lystopada. " 

Continued on page 8.  
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I thank you most warmly for the way you have received me today. I 

do not think that anywhere I have gone in Canada I have been welcomed with 

a more beautiful ceremony; your escort, your old national ceremony of present

ing me with bread and salt and, if I may be allowed to say so, the beautiful and 

well chosen words of your address. I realize that my welcome is due to the fact 

that I represent your King, and it will be my pleasure to convey to the King the 

cordial greetings of the Ukrainian people of Canada. 

I am very happy to be among you today. I am among people who have 

behind them a long historical tradition, for it was your race which for centuries 

held the south-eastern gate of Europe against the attacks from the East. I can 

well imagine that this country is home to you, for these wide prairies are very 

like the great plains of south-eastern Europe from which you came. During my 

tour of the prairie I have come across many of your people, and I am glad to 

see that in a short time you have come to be a vital element in the Canadian 

nation, You have played your part in the Great War. Today I find your sons 

in the permanent and non-permanent militia. Wherever I go I hear high praise 

of your industry and hardihood and enterprise, even under the most difficult 

conditions. You have become good Canadians. 
Every Briton and especially every Scotsman must believe that the strong

est nations are those that are made up of different racial elements. 

The Ukrainian element is a very valuable contribution to our new Canada. I wish to say 

one thing to you. You have accepted the duties and loyalties as you have ac

quired the privileges of Canadian citizens, but I want you also to remember your 

old Ukrainian traditions - your beautiful handicrafts, your folksongs and dances 

and your folk legends. I do not believe that any people can be strong unless they 

remember and keep in touch with all their past. Your traditions are all valuable 

contributions towards our Canadian culture which cannot be a copy of any one 

old thing - it must be a new thing created by the contributions of all the elements 

that make up the nation. 

We Scots are supposed to be good citizens of new countries, that is 

largely because, while we mix well with others and gladly accept new loyalties, 

we never forget our ancient Scots way, but always remember the little country 

from which we sprang. That is true of every race with a strong tradition behind 

it, and it must be so with a people with such a strong tradition as yours. You 

will all be better Canadians for being also good Ukrainians. 

Ya bazhayu yam vsim schastia i zdorovlia. (These words Lord Tweeds

muir spoke in Ukrainian. They mean "I wish you all happiness and health. ") 

Speech of Lord Tweedsmuir, Governor-General of Canada, 

delivered on September 21, 1936 at Fraserwood, Manitoba. 



5 The Mystery of `Istoriya Rusov' 
One of the most intriguing points in Ukrainian history is the mystery of 

the brilliant book Istoriya Rusov (History of the Rus, Ruthenian or Ukrainians). 

The fascinating story of this book opens with the first news of it about 1825 in the 

area of Novhorod-Siversky. Numerous copies laboriously hand written spread 

rapidly throughout Ukraine at this time. Its appeal was so great that " .. it be

came one of the most widely read manuscript works in Ukraine." * 

Istoriya Rusov is written in an antique literary style which duplicates 

the language of the old Kozak (Cossack) chronicles of which it is supposed to be 
a compilation. The title indicates that the book was not written in Ukrainian 

since "Rusov" is Russian while "Rusiv" would be the Ukrainian. Actually, it is 
in Russian with a mixture of Ukrainian. 

Although this history starts with the period of the Ukrainian Kingdom 

of Rus (or Kiev) it quickly goes on to the Kozak era. The book, however, is 

not primarily interested in relating the history of Ukraine. History is used in 

this book only as a means of presenting the national characteristics and rights 

of the Ukrainian nation to independence. Prof. Ohloblyn describes it "as a po

litical treatise presented in a historical form.." It concentrates on Ukrainian-

Russian relations in reviewing the history of the 16th and 17th centuries. 

"A long time now the Little Russians (Ukrainians -AG) wanted to have 

'Istoriya Rusov or Little Russia, ' the work of the most reverend Heorhiy Konysky, 

published. Much is talked from time to time that that one, or another is pre

paring to publish it, even is printing; only up till now it isn't and it isn't." With 

these words, which sound very familiar today, Prof. Osyp Bodyansky introduced 

the first printed edition of Istoriya Rusov in 1846 at Moscow. It was through the 

influence of this Ukrainian professor who edited the volume that it was published 

under the patronage of the Imperial Society of Russian History and Antiquities. 
Taras Shevchenko owed a debt to two books in particular, the Bible and 

Istoriya Rusov. Prof. Clarence A. Manning points out that this work was to in

spire Kostomarov and Kulish as well as Shevchenko. It is clear that it played 

a tremendous role in the history of Ukraine. "Not one book had such a tremen

dous influence upon the development of the Ukrainian national thoughts as had 

Shevchenko's 'Kobzar' and 'Lstoriya Rusiv" was the opinion of Dmytro Doroshenko, 

a famous historian. The greatest Ukrainian historian, Michael Hrushevsky, said 

that it "had a great influence upon the development of Ukrainian literature." 
A great rarity, this book was recently translated into Ukrainian by V. 

Davydenko and edited by A. Chloblyn. **  
What is the mystery? The first printed edition edited by Bodyansky 

carried the name of George (Heorhiy) Konysky, the Archbishop of Mohyliv and 

Byelorussia on the title page. It was "for obvious political reasons" that this 

pseudonym was used as it has been definitely established that Konysky was not 

the author. Diligent research by Ukrainian historians has narrowed down the time 

it was written to between 1796 and 1805 by someone of extraordinary talent. Al

though Gregory Poletika has been suggested as a possibility, there still exists the 

baffling mystery - Who wrote Istoriya Rusov? - Nobody knows. 
See note page 8. 
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Artist Nicolas Krycevsky 

Born on November 24, 1898 in Kharkov, Ukraine, 

Nicolas Krycevsky has come to be recognized as 

the foremost artist of Ukrainian background in 

the world. His family name is well known from 

his father, Vasyl Krycevsky, famous as the ar

chitect of the buildings housing the Zemstvo 

(parliament) in Poltava, and Fedir Krycevsky, 

his uncle who was the founder and first president 

of the Ukrainian Academy of Art in Kiev. 

Spring in Paris, a painting by Krycevsky which 

is in the Collection Galleries Zak in Paris, has 

been recognized as a masterpiece. Proof of 

this is the fact that it was one of twelve paint
ings included in a book, Museum Masterpieces.* 

The introduction of the book says: "These reproductions represent a careful se

lection of the Modern Masters. The works included here are museum and gallery 

choices and are from the finest examples of the great modern painters." 

Nicolas Krycevsky has been a citizen of France for 29 years where he 

has gained a reputation as the finest painter of water in the country. Venice, 

because of its colourful canals, has provided a great inspiration and has been the 

subject of many of his paintings. His oils are done in such delicate pastels that 

they match his water colours in brightness. He has illustrated a book of Nikolai 

Gogol's famous Ukrainian cossack tale, Taras Bulba. 

Krycevsky is expected to visit Toronto about December 10 this year. 

Four beautiful post card size reproductions of his have been made available at 

10¢ each by We and the World, the Ukrainian Reader's Digest. Mr. Kolankiwsky, 

editor of this magazine who gave his kind permission to use our two sketches, 

has an extensive collection of works by Krycevsky which can be seen at: We 

and the World, 1071 Bathurst Street, Toronto. 

* Museum Masterpieces (Third Edition) 

Engagement Calendar 1958 

Schuster Publishers, N.Y. 
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A TASTE OF UKRAINE 

"A Taste of...Ukraine. Here's a cookbook full of cherished family 

recipes modernized to Canadian measurements." The above appeared in the 

Star Weekly, November 1, 1958, which quoted the price of the book "Traditional 
Ukrainian Cookery" by Savella Stechishin as $3.50. Actually it is $5.50. The 

article goes on to say that Borsh (correctly Borshch) is the national soup of ... 
Ukraine. 

BORSHCH 
"Borscht Capades...starring Mickey Katz... and American Jewish per

formers." -Globe and Mail, Nov. 10/58. The famous Ukrainian soup has be

come popular with the Jews which have come from Eastern Europe as the pre

ceding shows. Many of Miami's swankiest hotels have this Ukrainian soup on 

their menus and even Canadian supermarkets have it in cans. Like so many 

things, borshch is neither Jewish nor Russian - it is Ukrainian. 

DICTIONARY HAS SPELLING MISTAKE ! 

The new revised edition of "the thorndike barnhart handy Dictionary" 

published by Doubleday & Co., Garden City, N.Y. (Bantam Books F1299-4) has 
a spelling error. Under the entry Ukraine (page 413) is the adjective Ukrainian 

misspelled UKRANIAN. 

"MOST BEAUTIFUL" 

"A legend says that when the Creator distributed his gifts to others, He 
left them (Ukrainians - Ed.) out, but in the end He comforted them with the 

gift of song; and indeed, the folk song of Ukraine, deeper than the German and, 

more melodious than the Great Russian is probably the most beautiful in the world." 

- Bernard Pares on page 14 of Russia, Penguin Books, 1941. 

WHY SHOULDN'T YOU USE THE WORD "RUSSIA" ? 

If you, like many others, incorrectly say "Russia" when you mean the 

Soviet Union, remember this. When you say (or write) "Russia, " a person who 

is listening to you says to himself, "Russia? Who lives in Russia? - Russians 
naturally." Thus, in one word the existence of 40 million Ukrainians is over-
looked. 

The population of the USSR is 200,200,000 (April, 1956). Half of 

these people are non-Russian, so don't ignore them by saying "Russia" if you 
really mean to say the Soviet Union, USSR or one of its 15 Republics. 



"Truth must be repeated again and again because error is constantly 

being preached around about us. And not only by isolated individuals, but by 

the majority! In the newspapers and encyclopedias, in the schools and univer

sities, everywhere error is dominant, safely and comfortably ensconced in public 

opinion, which is on its side."      - Goethe (German poet) 

The preceding quotation expresses precisely the problem confronting 

the Ukrainian nation in Canada and throughout the world. 

WE RECOMMEND: 

"The Soviet Empire: Prison House of Nations and Races" 

85-2 Senate Doc. No. 122, 72 pages, Ethographic Map 

by Dr. Mykola Kulcyckyj (Ukrainian) - 30¢ 

Ask to be put on the mailing list when you order from: 

Supt. of Documents, 

Gov't. Printing Office, 

Washington 25, D. C. 

We invite YOU to watch for short interesting items for "Clippings and Comments." 

Don't worry about the language of the item, Ukrainian, French, German, Polish, 

Russian, Church Slavic as we can translate it (we have Bob Klymash for this), 

but be sure to include the name of the source (newspaper etc.) and date of pub-

lication. 

Istoriya Rusov - Continued. 

* V. Derzhavyh: The History of Rus, The Ukrainian Review, London,

Summer, 1957. 
** Istoriya Rusiv, Visnyk Publishers, New York, 1956, 346 pp, $3.00. 

A prize in any library. 

November 1st Day - Continued. 

Our American youth of Ukrainian descent should take inspiration from 

their kinsmen in Ukraine, and dedicate themselves to doing everything possible 

in their power, each one in his own way, according to the potentialities available 
to him to aid in bringing about the rebirth of a free Ukraine. 

Fostering knowledge among our fellow Americans about Ukrainian cul

ture is very commendable, but propagating knowledge among our fellow Ame

ricans about the Ukrainian Cause and gaining moral and material support is even 

more important. 

So remember November 1st, 1918. 

And do what you can do for the Ukrainian Cause, and, at the same 
time, pay tribute to the many Ukrainian heroes who fought and died for it. 

Abridged from Svoboda, Ukrainian Weekly, Nov. 1, 1958. 
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Walter Yaworsky 

Nadia Nestorowsky 

Andrew Gregorovich 

William Lotocky Joanne Bezkorowayny 



The UNYF of Canada is now the owner of 

500 shares of capital stock of the New 

Pathway Publishers Ltd. The shares were 
most generously donated by the president 

of the N.P.P., Mr. William Hultay, 

seen here presenting the shares to N. 

Bundza, Sec'y and M. Orychiwsky, Pres. 

of the UNYF Dominion Executive. 

The happy dancers pictures above hail from 

Sudbury UNYF. L. to R. Back: Phil Shiplack 

Ted Marunchak, Ron Formanec; Front: Elsie 
Formanec, Vera Hrycenko and Sonya Shyluk. 

Lovely Oksana Martyniuk of Windsor 

UNYF poses after being chosen "Miss 
Ukraine" at the UYLNA Convention 

in Cleveland, Labour Day Weekend. 

10 D.E. REPORTS 

Amidst preliminary preparations for the coming 25th Anniversary Con-

vention of the UNYF of Canada, the Dominion Executive, in a desire to impreg

nate the 25th year of the Federation in the annuls of Ukrainian community life 
in Canada, has announced the appointment of an additional five members to its 
present staff. 

Coming from the Toronto area of UNYF branches, these members have 
already been recognized for their solid achievements in Ukrainian activities. 

A sincere welcome is enthusiastrically extended to each of you, our 

new members. May your new positions be a gain to all of us! 
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GEORGE KULCHYTSKY 
OWNER OF THE FIRST CAFE 

According to historical sources, the first cafe was operated in Vienna 

by a Ukrainian Cossack merchant, George Kulchytsky, who began to sell coffee 

in 1684 after the defeat of the invading Turkish army in 1683. 
It is recorded that it was partly due to his activity that the Vienna gar

rison held out until help came. Having a good knowledge of the Turkish lan

guage, Kulchytsky, disguised as a Turk, managed to pass through the Turkish 
lines and deliver messages to the approaching Christian armies. He also brought 

back assurances to the citizens that help is coming. 
After the Turks were driven back from the gates of Vienna, they left 

great quantities of food and three hundred sacks of coffee. No one knew what 
this coffee was good for, only Kulchytsky, who learned to prepare and drink it 

during his stay in Turkey as a war prisoner. The commander of the city, there

fore, gave this coffee to him as a reward for his services. Soon after he began 

to prepare and sell the new drink: to others and the business was so promising that 

he erected a separate building for that purpose. Thus Kulchytsky was the first 

coffee seller in Europe and the first owner of a cafe. 
- Ukrainian Commentary 

Last month our editorial pointed out the manner in which inaccuracies 

concerning the USSR are propagated over TV. An excellent little example has 

come up demonstrating the way misleading information on Ukrainians is spread 
in newspapers. 

The Hamilton Spectator of Oct. 9, 1958 carried an article "Vienna's 
Coffee Houses Dying.." in which it pointed out that increasing costs were put-

ting them out of business. The article goes on: 

"It was from Vienna that the coffee drinking habit was introduced to 
the western world in 1683. Defeated Turkish invaders had left behind a few bags 

of mysterious brown beans. A young Pole, George Kolschitzky, who had travel

led in Turkey......With the bags Kolschitzky opened Europe's first coffee house 
The Blue Bottle. It proved a hit, both for its coffee and as a centre of city news." 

Ukrainian Gave Us Coffee 

Under the above title the Spectator printed a letter on October 15 by a 

Hamilton lawyer J.B. Gregorovich, The letter pointed out that: "George Kul
shyckyј  was a Ukrainian." 

Continued on next page. 
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Nіkolai Gogol 
(Mykola Hohol)  

The Ukrainian who is best known and recognized in 

literary circles throughout the world is Mykola Hohol or as 

he is more commonly recognized, Nikolai Gogol, the 

Russian version of his name. Gogol wrote in Russian and 

for this reason some Ukrainians disregard him. Yet his 

genius was Ukrainian and he truly loved Ukraine. Michael 

Hrushevsky said this of Gogol: 

"Hohol gave Ukraine what he could in the time and circumstances in which 

fate decreed for him to be born and educated." 

"...not only considering the influence exerted by Hohol's novels of Uk

rainian life (people of our age must surely remember how much they owe them 

in the development and consciousness of their Ukrainian sympathies), but also 

because of his Ukrainian feeling we have no reason to exclude him from the 

history of the Ukrainian national movement and development of Ukrainian con

sciousness." M. S.Hrushevsky in "Library and Scientific Review', 1909. 

KULCHYTSKY continued 

It is fortunate that the Hamilton Spectator, having its readers' interests 

foremost, published this clarifying letter. The newspaper was not at fault ori

ginally since the article was a release by Associated Press. The author of the 

item likely jumped to the conclusion Kulchytsky was Polish since he was fight

ing with Polish forces. In actuality, Kulchytsky was serving with the Ukrainian 

Cossacks who had united with the Polish army led by John Sobieski to repulse the 

Turks from Vienna. The Vatican, it is interesting to note, celebrated this as a 

"Cossack victory." 

* * * * 
Editor Anatole Kurdydyk is quoted in Liberty (Nov.'58) as saying this 

to a young Ukrainian girl whose family name had been changed from Kulchytsky 

to Kennedy: "Don't you know that Kulchytsky is one of the most celebrated 

names in Europe? A Ukrainian hero by that name fought against the Turks in 

Vienna. Even today, Vienna has streets and statues in Kulchytsky's honor." 

* * * * * * * * 

In the near future, we will 

feature an article on 

Ukrainian Folk Music by 

Walter Klymkiw 
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CHRISTMAS GIFTS 

The Christmas season is wonderful! The mixture of 

gayety and reverence which saturates the crisp atmosphere at 

Christmas continues on under the warmth of friendship expressed 

by gifts. 
Christmas is based on tradition so, rather than giving another box of 

chocolates or a carton of cigarettes this year, why not give a permanent gift of 

something traditional? Throughout the coming year and for many many years, 

your gift of traditional, colourful Ukrainian ceramics or handicrafts will be che
rished. The gift of a dollar Ukrainian book will be far more greatly appreciated 

than three dollars worth of cigarettes. 

Books are lasting gifts which add something to the reader's knowledge, 

often in an entertaining way. It has been said "The true university is a library" 

and we urge you to make it a special Christmas this year by giving presents of 

books in Ukrainian or about Ukraine in English. You will be pleasantly surprised 

at the variety and number of books now available at Ukrainian Booksellers . Here 

is a list for your convenience. 

Arka, 575 Queen St. West, Toronto, Ont. 

- 1959 Catalog. Books, handicrafts. 

Howerla, 41 E . 7th St., New York 3, N. Y. 

- 1959 Catalog. Books, publishers of many books. 

Kalyna, 862 Main St., Winnipeg 4, Man. 

- Catalog. Good for books. 

Knyhospilka, 68 E. 7th St., New York 3, N. Y. 

- Books 

Play, 344A Bathurst St. , Toronto, Ont. 

- Books, handicrafts. 

Svoboda Book Store, P.O. Box 346, Jersey City 3, N.J. 

- Books 

Ukrainian Book Store, 10348 - 101 St., Edmonton, Alta. 

- Catalog. Books, records. 
The Ukrainian Book & Novelty Store, 11758 Mitchell, 

Detroit, Mich. 
Ukrainian Voice, 210 - 216 Dufferin Ave., Winnipeg, Man. 

- Mailing address - P.O. Box 3626, Stn. B. 

- Catalog. Books. 

Ukrainian Booksellers Prosvita, 324 Queen St. W., Toronto, Ont. 

- Books. 

Ukrainian Art, 861 Queen St. W., Toronto, Ont. 
- Beautiful ceramics and handicrafts made on the premises. 

Ukrainian Booksellers & Publishers Ltd., 660 Main St., Winnipeg 2, Man. 
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WINNIPEG           ...Olga Ly z aniwski 

Yes, here we are back in the limelight again with some tremendous 

events happening in the past six months - and we do mean tеrrific ! 

During the month of May we had two very gratifying trips to Kendra 
and Regina. Although the Ukrainian youth group is very small in Kendra, we 

were heartily welcomed for a concert. 

It was a very nice meeting of boys and girls from Winnipeg, Saskatoon, 

and Edmonton at "Youth Day" in Regina, which was organized by Myro Budzan 
of Winnipeg. The three-day visit was arranged to perfection by including such 

activities as a huge banquet and dance, get-acquainted dinner, tour of Regina 

and a bowling tournament. 

Again this year, Sandy Hook was a favourite spot for many of our mem-

bers. During July we had a very successful picnic for the enjoyment of all our 

Ukrainian people which included baby contests, races, tug-of-war contests and 

some serious games of volleyball. 

The UNYF choir directed by Walter Klymkiw started in late September. 

Many old members showed up plus a few new faces. However we are still in 

dire need of male voices as we are scheduled to sing at several concerts. 

HAMILTON           ... Ted Pawchuk 

Hello again from Tiger Town! A few words of praise to UNYF members 

Helen Gregorovich, Irene Kruchka, Dianne Wira and others on the social commit

tee for doing such an outstanding job at Hamilton's Halloween Dance on Oct. 

31st. About 35 persons, including UNYF members from Toronto enjoyed them-

selves till the wee hours with dancing, refreshments and delicious food. 

On November 8th weekend, members of Hamilton's "Chiaka" dancing 

group with instructor Jerry Klun, combined their talents with Detroit's east side 

Ukrainian Democratic Club to present one of the finest concerts of the season. 

Conditions were ideal for the trip. A large, responsive audience attended and 

wonderful hospitality was shown by our American cousins. In the very near fu
ture a similar concert will be staged here in the ambitious city. In all, every

one had a good time with the exception of a few problems: 1) American cus

toms officials misplacing this reporter's ownership, 2) running out of gas in down

town Detroit, 3) calling on a member of Parliament from Windsor and a Polish 

Mayor of Hamtramack (Detroit) to permit a dancer, whose visa was questionable, 
to be allowed entry into the USA. What would life be without problems? 



SUDBURY                             Elsie Formanec 

The fall and winter activities are finally under way. Choir practices 

have been held regularly in preparation for coming events. A concert, consist

ing of a short play, dancing and singing, was held on Sunday, October 19. After 

the concert, there was a dance for all who participated, as well as for those who 

attended the concert. 

I neglected to mention in the last edition of MYH Beams that we had 

a surprise birthday party for Vera Hrycenko. Vera celebrated her ... birthday 

on the 21st of September. 

We will be making our first television appearance for this season on 

Wednesday, October 29. We will be featured on a new hour-long TV program 

which just had its start a few weeks ago. 

At a meeting held on October 21, we discussed bringing more sports 

into our MYH activities. Therefore we hope to be well under way in a few 

weeks. I'm sure some of our "hidden talents" will soon be seeing some light. 

WINDSOR                             Uliana Yaworsky 

Our dancing instructress Mary Bilous became Mary Shenkiruk on Aug. 

16th. Although we miss her greatly, we are glad to know that she is living hap

pily in California and wish her and her husband the best of luck. 

On September 28, we participated in a concert celebrating the 20th 

anniversary of the building of the UNF Hall. The four group folk dances were 

a big hit, especially the rare appearance of the male dancers. A girls' choir 

directed by Mrs. A. Zeleney sang two songs. 

One of our members, Oksana Martyniuk, won the coveted title of Miss 

Ukraine at the UYLNA Convention in Cleveland, Ohio on Labour Day weekend. 

Other Windsorites present at the convention were Lydia Krukowski, Mary Kindiak, 

Vera Turus, Alice Pociluyko and Irene Martyniuk of Grimsby, Ontario. 

Our dancing group again performed before a Detroit audience on Oct. 

5th. Kathy Syroid is our dancing leader but she gets a lot of assistance from 

Nina Mudry, Vera Turus, Vera Lysey and Anne Zeleney. 

A fashion show may be included in the club's future activities. 

A few weeks ago a coronation dance was held. It marked the end of 

a popularity contest which was carried out during the summer months. Myrna 

Holynsky was crowned queen and Marianne Klus and Marika Shulha the two 

princesses. Each girl was presented with a cedar chest. Congratulations kids! 

On Sunday, November 2nd we held our annual Remembrance Day 

concert. The concert featured a selection of songs presented by the choir under 

the direction of Mrs. O. Rohotyn, as well as solos and duets. 
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Dorist MYH have been kept quite active since Anita Marunchak has 
been supervising them. Regular sports activities are held for the kids every 

Saturday. They had a Halloween party on Saturday, November 1st. 
Preparations are slowly getting under way for a concert to be presented 

in Espanola. Dancing, singing and a few short skits will be featured in it. We 

are planning on having our first operetta in January for which we are holding 

practices already. We hope it will be a huge success: 

WEST TORONTO  Vera Chachula 

Bowling is well under way in West Toronto. Every Sunday afternoon 

there is a good turn out at the Lucky Strike Bowling Alley. Now is an excellent 

time for those interested to join our congenial group. And plans are still being 

made for presenting a concert shortly. 
Anita Marunchak from Sudbury paid us a pleasant visit here in Toronto 

on Thanksgiving Day weekend. Also, parties were held recently for Nadia and 
Stan Haba (housewarming), Vera Demnycky and Lrene Swerhun (21st birthday) 

and Nadia Nestorowsky (21st birthday). 

DR. TIMOTHY K. PAVLYCHENKO, one of Canada's most notable 
citizens of Ukrainian origin, became prominent as a Director of Agricultural 

Research at the American Chemical Paint Company. He was one of the few 

Ukrainians listed in the Canadian Who's Who. 

Born March, 1892 in the eastern Podillia village of Buhak, Ukraine, 

he completed university studies in Czechoslovakia. When he came to Canada 

in 1927, he continued his studies at the University of Saskatchewan where he 

eventually became a permanent member of the faculty. 

The UNF is indebted to him as one of its founders. For many years he 

was a member of the Dominion Executive of the UNF as well as a Director of the 

New Pathway and head of the Ukrainian Cultural and Educational Centre. 
Three daughters, Lucia, Larissa and Nadia, active in the UNYF, sur

vive the late Dr. Pavlychenko, whose death occurred August 5, 1958. 

His memory will be perpetuated in the good work of the Ukrainian 
Penny Fund of which he was the initiator. 

VERA NADIA SAWCHUK, only daughter of Mrs. Stephanie Sawchuk, 
national president of the Ukrainian Women's Organization of Canada, and the 
late John Sawchuk passed away on September 22nd. Michael Orychiwsky, Do

minion Executive president, represented the UNYF at the funeral. 

A former member of the Ukrainian National Youth Federation execu
tive, Vera devoted much of her free time teaching New Canadians the English 

language. To these young students and adults she expressed the Canadian way 
of life. 

We offer sincere condolences to Mrs. Sawchuk on the loss of her 
beloved daughter. 
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...........Vilne Slovo ("Free Word, " 25/10/58) one 

of the most attractive Ukrainian newspapers in Canada 

devoted a column to a review of September's MYH 

Beams. It is a comfort to know the Editor, Anatole 

Kurdydyk, felt some of our material was worthwhile 

enough to comment on.....................We are 

happy to report that, to date, the Ukrainian Bandurist 

Chorus of Detroit, now touring Europe, have met with 

tremendous success. They have played to packed houses 

in Madrid, Barcelona and Paris, where prior to their two performances, the Ame

rican ambassador held a press conference for them......................We 

noticed Leon Kossar, journalist for Toronto's Telegram, talking to a police of

ficer at a radar trap. Story or ticket, Leon?..................Could some

one out Winnipeg way let us know whether the young lady entered as Miss Win

nipeg Blue Bomber in the Grey Cup contest is Ukrainian?.................... 

.................Through McMaster University's Homecoming Foot

ball Parade galloped three handsome Ukrainian kozaks (cossacks). They repre

sented the Ukrainian Club where UNYF member Jennie Harmansky, the only 

girl and president, is surrounded by ten fellows. This is the University for you 

girls to go to if you're hunting for a man!

!....................Anothеr University, McGill in Montreal, held a Ukrainian Week (its sixth) November 17th 

to 22nd. Sponsored by the Ukrainian Students' Club, it was held under the pat

ronage of Principal and Vice-Chancellor, Dr. T. Cyril James and Honourable 

M. Starr, M.P. Minister of Labour. Nadia Pavlychenko of the UNYF took care 

of the Press on this occasion....................Mr. and Mrs. Walter Socha

niwsky (nee Lesia Chachula) of Toronto have named their new baby boy Eugene 

Alexander................. 

PREPARE FOR CAROLLING! Although John 

Fishcher in "Why They Behave Like Russians" does say 

"It is true that the native (Ukrainian - Ed.) choruses.. 

can sing circles around any other choir or glee club I 

everheard.." and "For my money they are the 

best singers in the world; they can harmonize not just in four parts, 

but in seven or eight" - we would suggest our UNYF 

branches do the Christmas season justice by practising 

the carols to be sung ahead of time - now !! 
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Letters 

• MUCH TO EVERYONE'S SURPRISE:, one of the city's most attractive girls 
married the dullest youth in town. They went to Niagara Falls on their 
honeymoon. When they returned the bride glowed with excitement. 
"It was wonderful!" she gushed to her friends. "So thrilling and exciting!" 

The other girls, however, merely raised a collective eyebrow. "What 
happened?" one asked finally. "Did you go over the Falls in a barrel?" 

• IF ALL THE AUTOMOBILES in America were placed end to end, it's a 
pretty good bet that the driver of the one in front couldn't get his started. 

• THE SHAPELY CHORINE waltzed into the dressing room wearing a new and 
expensive mink coat. "What a gorgeous coat!" exclaimed another of the 
cuties. "How much did you play for it?" 

■ A GIRL WILL DO almost anything for a fancy meal except cook it. 

• LITTLE TOMMY was a screaming terror, and his father was surprised 
when the boy's mother suggested they buy him a bicycle. 

"Do yon really think that will improve his behavior?" asked the father. 
"No." the mother replied. "but it will spread it over a wider area." 

• WE MUST ALWAYS REMEMBER that there are two sides to every question—
unless, of cou rse, it concerns us personally. 

• A WIFE WHO HAD JOINED a ladies' bowling league returned from her 
first evening's attempt at the new sport. "Tell me," said her husband, 
an inveterate golfer, "how did you do?" 

"Well," replied his wife airily, "at least I didn't lose any balls." 

"I would like to compliment you and your editorial staff on the 
interesting, and valuable material in MYH Beams." 

- Olga Krysiuk, Secretary 
Ukrainian Canadian University 
Students' Club. 

"MYH Beams ... is well edited and interesting." 
- Anton Dragan, Editor-in-Chief 

SVOBODA.  



UNYF BRANCHES ! 

UNYF MEMBERS ! 

Support the New Pathway 

Contribute to the Fund 

Raising Campaign 

Features news of the UNF, UNYF, UWO and UWVA. 

Keeps the older generation abreast of Canadian 

and International news through the Ukrainian 

language. 

Keeps readers informed of news of the Soviet Union. 

Staunch defender for over a quarter of a century of 

the Canadian way of life, exposing Russian Commu-

nist attempts to undermine it. 

Works unceasingly in the cause of Ukrainian recog-

nition and the freedom of Ukraine in the firm belief 

that it is of benefit to Canada's welfare. 

Interprets the Canadian way of life to Ukrainian 

immigrants as well as interpreting the Ukrainian 

heritage to native born Canadians. 

Tells the truth about the world to the Ukrainian 

Canadians and the truth about the world to the 

Ukrainian Canadians. 

Needs Your Assistance to Continue Its Work on a High 

Level ! 

Every UNYF Branch is asked to donate $100. or purchase shares 

in the New Pathway by January 1st, 1959. 

- Dominion Executive 

UNYF of Canada 
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